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TeamTRI is excited to partner with New Mexico CORE! Through high-energy interactive sessions, New
Mexico CORE members will learn the essential skills needed to be successful and professional leaders as
well as outstanding ambassadors. TRI specializes in meeting the needs of all CTSO members to ensure a
unique, personal, and impactful leadership experience. So, let’s get ready for an awesome conference!

LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
MEMBERSHIP MADNESS
Presented by Donald LeCompte, TRI Leadership Resources
Free pizza! Awesome trips! Cute guys and girls! Sound familiar? These are some of the key reasons why
people say they join their CTSO- but what makes them stick around and become awesome members?
Learn how to develop your membership pitch and watch your chapter grow more than ever!

WORTH FOLLOWING:

HOW TO BECOME AN OTHERS-CENTERD
LEADER THAT PEOPLE ACTUALLY WANT TO FOLLOW
Presented by Stephen Mackey, TRI Leadership Resources
It’s not hard to claim to be a leader. Anyone can post just about whatever they want to an Instagram
Profile. But, to actually become a leader (and a leader worth following on top of that) is an entirely
different story. Far too many people are leader in title only. Our world needs a generation of young
people to rise up and be leaders worth following. This is your game plan.
In this breakout, we will discuss the 9 Ways to be a Leader Worth Following, and walk away with a clear
checklist of what you can do (starting today) to become a leader worth following.

YOUR CTSO STORY
Presented by Ashley Brinton, TRI Leadership Resources
STORIES spark emotions and action. From Luke Skywalker to Harry Potter and Katniss Everdeen to Anne
Frank, we are moved and motivated by stories. What is YOUR CTSO story? Why did you join and what
makes you stay? When communicating, the spotlight is shining on you! In this workshop you will learn
not only WHAT your reason is, but how to communicate it.

CHAMP CAMP
Presented by Christopher Tuason, TRI Leadership Resources
Take it to the next level…the competition level! In this session, participants will learn advanced
competition techniques to reach the top in their competitive events. Come learn the difference between
a good and exceptional competitor and what can set you apart from the rest. Do you want to win at
State? Then this workshop is for you!
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Keynote DESCRIPTIONS
STEPHEN MACKEY, TRI Leadership Resources
We’ve all heard the saying, “When opportunity knocks, you better open the door.” What this old adage
is claiming is this: if you’re not in the right place at the right time, you’ll miss your shot. What people
want you to believe is that opportunity is a unicorn, and only the lucky or the blessed will ever find it.
The problem, however, is that opportunity is not a unicorn. It’s not rare, and it’s definitely not a once in
a lifetime chance. Opportunity is everywhere. So, it’s not a question of, IF opportunity will knock, but
WHEN? And more importantly, what doors am I building today, for opportunity to knock on tomorrow?
The more doors you build today in your relationships, education, and skillsets, the more times you will
hear opportunity go “Knock Knock” tomorrow.
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